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Forthcoming Meetings
July 6th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST.

July 13th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

July 20th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

July 27th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 3rd

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 10th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 17th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 24th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 31st

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 5/6th

SSB Field Day ???? Doubtful !!!!

September 7th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 14th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 21st

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 28th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST
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Editor's Comment
It appears that the Monday evening Club 'meetings' are thriving on 2m FM and Zoom
video conferencing with several members taking part. You will see that the calendar has
been left with these details until the end of September, but if things change for the better I
assume you will be notified accordingly.
This month's lead article came from John G8UAE. Entitled 'Pre-War [WW2] Contesting', it
is a short historical account of StARS contest activity in the 1920s and 1930s.
The second article is a short biography of Fred Judd G2BCX, in which you will learn that
'Practical Wireless' and the 'Slim Jim' were not his only achievements.
'Credit Card Chip Used To Make Crystal Radio' is the third article, which was sent by Jim
G4WAO who suggested that someone with an inquisitive mind may have an interest in
trying this – just for fun, maybe.
Recently I've been watching some past episodes of Ham Nation and in edition #81, from
16th January 2013, there was an item called 'The History Of Single Sideband', beginning at
23 minutes into the programme. A follow-up item was in edition #86, beginning at 13
minutes. Might be worth a watch. Find them on YouTube.
You may have seen, during the past few weeks, that there have been a number of solar
flares and solar clouds coming from the Earth-side of the Sun. It has been suggested that
this could be the start of Cycle 25 and we may, finally, be coming out of the doldrums. I
really hope this is the case, as 10mts will become more usable. I really like 10m more than
the other bands, especially with 5 watts maximum to a low dipole. It's worked for me in the
past, so I don't see why it shouldn't work for me in the coming years. I got my IARU
Region 1, Worked The British Commonwealth and Worked All Continents awards on 10m
with less than 10 watts. For more info about current solar forecasts, I encourage you to
visit:

www.spaceweatherwoman.com
With a little bit of luck we
won't be saying this
much more!
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Pre-War (WW2) Contests

Wolverhampton-Stourbridge – Portable Operation
Not to be confused with National Field Day, and the present day National interclub
competition. In the years before WW2, especially in the mid 1930’s, ‘Field Day’ operation
was a popular event. It gave Club members, especially the Short Wave Listener member
the opportunity to take an active part. Output power was generally low, so lead acid
accumulators and ‘HT’ batteries were the order of the day. Transport however was a
problem, very few Club members had motor cars, so members ‘In business’ or the
wealthier sort were much in demand. Then as now this Field Day, or Portable Activity was
a good opportunity for co- operation between local groups.
The records of the Wolverhampton Clubs quote two such events, although it can be said
that WARS never excelled at FIELD DAY, until the 1960’s when the 2 metre Contest group
had successes. The first mention was in 1922/3 when a Portable Activity took place on
PENN COMMON. This was in the days of the Wolverhampton Wireless Society. George
Jones 2WB, together with Mr E. Blakemore AMIEE, senior lecturer at the Wolverhampton
Technical school, plus others in the class, using the call signs of 2WB and 6CS set up a
station. Details such as Power, Contacts, or Frequency are not recorded, however it is
fairly certain this was carried out on the Longer Wavelengths, in use at that time. The main
preoccupation of the operators from their miniscule notes, suggests that the EARTH
CONNECTION had the greatest effect on the results.
In the early 1930’s, the Wolverhampton Transmitters Association held several 5 metre
activities, usually the Club, with the help of other local enthusiasts, would set up 3 stations
on high ground outside the City, at Barr Beacon, Penn Common and Sedgley Beacon.
G6UI & G8GF On one occasion Jack Rushton G5LK took part using his light
aircraft.....G2NO of Walsall had installed the equipment. In 1933, another activity took
place #1 party at “The Bratch”, Wombourne, and #2 party at Penn Common, this activity
was supported by enthusiasts from at least five local towns......and there is a picture and
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notes by one taking part to prove it. Furthest distance covered was 5 miles, The
Transmitter used a self excited oscillator and the Receiver was a Super Regenerative
type. Front row. Bernard Whitehouse G6WF of Penn, Wolverhampton, Bill Bassage G6UI
of Wednesbury, Reg Adams G2NO of Walsall, T.L. Herdman G6HD of Bexley, Kent. John
Trimbrell G6OI of Stourbridge, G5VF of ?, ANO. Standing on the car...H. Littley G2NV of
West Bromwich, and on the rear right hand side of the car, Cyril Dickinson-Price G6PC of
Walsall. As told by Bill Bassage G6UI, with contribution from the records of Alec Higgins.

Mr E.Blakemore AMIEE, senior lecturer at the
Wolverhampton Technical school c1920-4, later head
of his ‘Home town’ technical school of Horrich,
Lancashire. He appeared to have been a personal
associate of George Jones G2WB.

This space left intentionally available
for your contribution.
There is very little input from the
membership, so your Editor has been
forced to play radio instead of editing!
Memories, photos, projects, general chit-chat, etc., would all be very
welcome.
Send input to: g4xom@g6oi.org.uk
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The Strange World Of Fred Judd G2BCX
Even in the strange and
eccentric world of the ham
radio operator, Fred Judd
G2BCX (1914–1992) was
something of an outlier and
maverick. Fred designed two
well-known antennas, the
Slim Jim and the ZL Special.
Both of these are now
antenna standards. Fred was
also an advocate of early
British
electronic
music,
inventing or modifying the
tools he needed to make this
adventurous music along the
way. G2BCX was the quintessential tinkerer; a man who loved audio, radio, and the new
possibilities for music being opened up by the careful application of capacitors.
As a radar technician in the armed forces during WWII Fred had the opportunity to develop
his electrical aptitude and became a full blown engineer. After the war he found a spot
working for the Kelvin Hughes company where he researched and developed marine radar
devices. To this day Kelvin Hughes continues to create navigation and surveillance
systems.
Fred was a man of strong ambition, and the day job in electronics wasn’t enough to keep
him satisfied. As part of his side hustle he wrote articles for hobbyist magazines on radio
and the new remote control models coming to market. The first of his 11 published books
hit the shelves in 1954. When Amateur Tape Recording (ATR) magazine was launched in
1959 he joined the staff as technical editor and wrote on all kinds of topics connected to
tape, electronics and hi-fi.
The slim jim antenna for which G2BCX remains famous among hams is itself a variation
on the J-Pole. The J-pole is at the time of this writing a 110 year old design, first invented
by Hans Beggerow in 1909 for use on Zeppelin airships. In that regard, the J-Pole,
commonly made of copper, can also be considered a steampunk antenna. Trailed behind
the airship, the J-Pole was made of a single element, one half wavelength long radiator
with a quarter wave parallel tuning stub for the feedline. By 1936 this design had been
refined into the J configuration and given the J Antenna name in 1943, now just called a J
Pole.
Fred introduced his J-pole variant in 1978. He derived the name from its slim profile and
the J type matching stub (J Integrated Matching). It has similar performance and
characteristics to a simple or folded Half-wave antenna and identical to the traditional Jpole construction. Judd found the Slim Jim produces a lower takeoff angle and better
electrical performance than a 5/8 wavelength ground plane antenna. Slim Jim antennas
made from ladder transmission line use the existing parallel conductor for the folded dipole
element.
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The ZL special antenna came from another variant Judd made, this time on the 2-element
horizontal phased array created by George Prichard ZL3MH –hence the name ZL Special
in tribute to Prichard’s work. L.B. Cebik, W4RNL has written up a detailed analysis of this
design at: http://www.antentop.org/w4rnl.001/mu5a.html.
It can be presumed that when Fred wasn’t at work, or on the air as a ham, he was
engaged in another aspect of his electronics hobby: making circuits sing. He also wrote
one of the first how-to books in the world for making electronic music in 1961,
titled Electronic Music and Musique Concrete. It included circuit diagrams alongside
practical do-it-yourself tips. (A copy of this tome is available from the Public Library of
Cincinnati along with his Radio and Electronic Hobbies book.)
Around this time he also promoted the creation of electronic music via lectures and
demonstrations at amateur tape recording clubs all around Britain. As an editor and writer
for the Amateur Tape Recording magazine he had access to these clubs and lots of street
cred within them. Fred started putting out 7” records of electronic music which were made
available through the magazine. Judd was also the editor of Practical Electronics
magazine. Chris Carter was an avid reader of both of these magazines and spent time
building a lot of the circuits Judd published. Chris Carter went on to be a founding member
of Throbbing Gristle, the first industrial music band. Chris continued to innovate in
electronic music with his wife Cosey Fan Tutti as Chris & Cosey and latter Carter Tutti.
As any sci-fi movie or old-time radio show buff will know, one of the things electronic music
is perfect for is making sound effects, and Fred became adept at making his own. Have
you ever flipped around on the tube and come across the strange sci-fi puppet
show Space Patrol? Broadcast in 1963 on the ITV network it was the first on British
television show to have a composed electronic music soundtrack running throughout the
whole series. Fred made those sounds himself using the techniques of tape manipulation,
loops and tone generators in his home studio in London.
The Castle record label and its sister label Contrast issued a range of sound effects discs
that he made in his studio, including 3 discs of electronic music. These tracks were later
issued by library label Studio G, who specialized in providing stock music and sounds, on
the Electronic Age album.
Fred also prototyped and built his own synthesizer. This simple voltage controlled,
keyboard-operated unit was used to generate, shape and switch electronic sounds. The
feat was small but impressive as it predated the Synket, Moog and Buchla synths.
Fred was also interested in the visualization of electronic sounds. One can imagine he
knew his way around an oscilloscope and other test equipment. His tinkering in this area
led to his Chromasonics system. By running a pulse generator and amplifier into a
modified black and white tv that had a high speed color scanning wheel placed in front of
the screen Judd was able to make trippy abstract patterns that moved in accordance with
the sound input from oscillators or tape recordings. At the 1963 Audio Fair in London he
demonstrated Chromasonics with much acclaim, but interest from electronics firm Stuzzi
never made it to commercial development.
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From the late 1970s Judd continued to operate as a ham from his home in Cantley,
Norfolk. Towards the end of his life, he built several detailed reconstructions of early
electrical devices including a Wimshurst machine and Edison phonograph. He was
honoured by the University of East Anglia for constructing a working replica of apparatus
used by Heinrich Hertz, but it seems that none of this equipment, the Chromasonics
apparatus or his experimental music-making machinery has survived. He became a silent
key in 1992.
In 2010 all of his remaining original quarter inch tapes have been cataloged and deposited
with the British Library Sound Archive. In 2011 Ian Helliwell made a documentary on Judd
called Practical ElectronicaA retrospective album gathering together as much of his
experimental music as can be located, titled Electronics Without Tears was released by
the Public Information label. It also contained an official biography of Judd written by
Helliwell. It is available from their bandcamp page at:
https://publicinformation.bandcamp.com/album/electronics-without-tears.
Here is a short bibliography of books by Fred C. Judd:
Radio control for model ships, boats and aircraft. London: Data publications, 1954.
Electronic music and musique concrète. London : N. Spearman, 1961.
Tape recording for everyone. Blackie, 1962.
Radio and electronic hobbies. London: Museum Press, 1963.
Circuits for audio and tape recording. Haymarket Press, 1966.
Electronics in music. London: Spearman, 1972.
Amateur radio. Newnes Technical Books, 1980.
Two-metre antenna handbook. Newnes Technical, 1980.
CB radio. Newnes Technical, 1982.
Radio wave propagation : (HF bands). London : Heinemann, 1987.
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CREDIT CARD CHIP USED TO MAKE
CRYSTAL RADIO

Perhaps the simplest radio one can build is the crystal radio. Using a diode as a detector,
the design generally uses less than 10 components and no battery, getting its power to run
from the radio signal itself. Billy Cheung decided to build a crystal radio using a rather
unconventional detector – the smart chip in a common credit card.
This is possible because the smart chip on many credit cards contains a diode. It’s then a
simple matter of hooking up the right pads on the credit card to the rest of a crystal radio
circuit, and you’re all set. Of course, Billy goes the whole hog, building the entire radio on
a single credit card. Other cards are cut up to create bobbins for winding coils to form a
variable inductor, used to tune the radio. Doing this allows for a much cleaner, thinner
design, rather than using a variable capacitor which is comparatively hard to find. Turning
the dial allows stations to be tuned in, and with a high impedance earbud hooked up,
you’re listening to AM radio. Oh, and don’t forget an antenna!
Billy breaks down the details for anyone wishing to replicate the feat, going so far as to
wind the coils in real time in his Youtube video. Cutting templates and other details are
available on Github. While it’s not going to be the most replicated hack, as it requires the
destruction of a credit card to achieve, we love the ingenuity. And, if society does collapse,
we’ll all have a great source of diodes when the ATMs have all become useless. Video
after the break.
See the video here:

https://youtu.be/_z3KmFqtPXQ
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